Abstract-Near-field scanning with phase measurement is always a challenge in practical experiments because of its complexity and lack of accuracy. Therefore, utilizing the magnitude-only information to achieve phase-retrieval and emissions source reconstruction is preferred. This paper proposes a fast and accurate algorithm that can model the emissions from ICs by generating a set of equivalent dipole elements. The process of this algorithm only requires the information of the field magnitudes on two nearfield scanning planes of different heights. Unlike other conventional source reconstruction techniques (such as genetic algorithm, gradient optimization), the proposed approach iteratively performs the back-and-forth transformations among the fields and equivalent dipole elements. By optimizing the locations of the equivalent dipole array and the initial values of these dipole elements, the iteration process is capable of quickly converging to the correct electromagnetic field values, including both magnitude and phase. The fields recovered from the calculated equivalent dipole sources have been validated by comparing to the fields emitted from a practical IC source.
I. INTRODUCTION
A N ACCURATE prediction on the emission behavior of component-level electronic devices is always of great interest for designers and electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) engineers. Usually the information of physical sources is difficult to capture and simulate; thus, researchers try to utilize the scanned near-field on a plane above the device under test (DUT) to extract sufficient field information. There are multiple ways of estimating the emitting fields based on the near-field data. One of the ideas is to perform a direct fields-transformation from the scanned plane to another higher plane, or from the scanned plane to far-field [1] - [3] . This method is based on the plane-wave spectrum theory or integral equations. Another way of using the near-field data is to build up a set of equivalent dipoles at the DUT's location, by solving a set of linear equations [4] - [7] . However, most of these ways require capturing the near-field, including both magnitude and phase information, while the phase-resolved near-field measurement is always a challenge in practical tests.
Some groups developed practical techniques for phase measurement, but each one has its own unavoidable drawbacks. In [4] and [8] , two techniques were described: one is to use a vector network analyzer (VNA) with external reference function; the other is to use a spectrum analyzer combined with a hybrid coupler. The expensive instrument such as the VNA is not affordable for every laboratory, besides the fact that the reference port often has a limited dynamic range. A spectrum analyzer is common for most of the laboratories, but the phase measurements need at least three times of sweeps under different hybrid settings. A time-domain scanning was introduced in [9] - [11] : after postprocessing the recorded time-domain waveform by fast Fourier transform (FFT), the phase-resolved field mapping can be provided. However, the low signal-tonoise ratio is always one of the disadvantages of time-domain measurements.
Because of the difficulties of phase-resolved near-field measurements, a source reconstruction method that only needs the magnitude information during the near-field scanning is preferred. In [12] - [14] , two phase retrieval methods were mentioned: the adjoint field method and the phase angle gradient method (PAGM). Both methods used the scanned field amplitudes on three planes at different heights. In the adjoint field method, the equivalent dielectric between plane #1 and plane #2 was searched by a gradient-based algorithm; then, the properties of the equivalent dielectric combined with the sources on plane #1 were used to calculate the correct fields on other planes. For the PAGM, the unknown variables were the phase angles of the fields on plane #1. A gradient-based technique was employed to find the proper phase angles which can minimize the error between the measured and calculated field amplitudes on other planes. Another optimization based technique was proposed in [15] - [17] where the difference of the square amplitude was used as the basic terms of the cost function, rather than the difference of the amplitudes, and the unknown variables were the complex fields on the first plane, instead of the phase angles. The cost function allowed obtaining a quadratic operator which can reduce the local-minimal problems.
Some other groups tried to solve this optimization problem by employing the genetic algorithm (GA) rather than the gradient technique. As mentioned in [18] and [19] , the strategy was to find a set of N dipoles as the equivalent sources that generate the same field magnitudes on the scanning planes at 0018-9375 © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. different heights. In GA, each individual consists of N dipoles, and each dipole consists of a few coded genes, representing the type (electric or magnetic) of dipole, the magnitude and phase value, the location, and the orientation. However, the number of the equivalent dipoles in GA is often strictly limited due to the complex searching procedure. Another set of phase-retrieval techniques come from the antenna application area and electron microscopy area. The basic principle is to perform an iterative transformation of the fields back and forth between different scanning planes. This method was first proposed by Gerchberg and Saxton [20] for the problems of electron microscopy, and the transformation iteration was performed between the modulus data at the aperture plane and the modulus data at far-field. Later, the application of this method was extended from the optical problems to the imagereconstruction problem associated with the antenna diffraction, in [21] - [23] . The fields in the imaging region were the recovery object, and the iteration transformation was performed between the object plane and two other planes. Some examples were used to validate this algorithm, such as the recovered imaging field of a reflector antenna and the recreated aperture field of a slotted waveguide array.
In this work, the idea of back-and-forth iteration is further extended to the application of near-field source reconstruction. A set of equivalent dipole sources are reconstructed to represent an emitting integrated circuit. Unlike other optimization methods (such as GA), there is no limitation on the number of dipole moments. These dipole moments are uniformly spread at the location of the emitting IC. The magnitudes of the fields at two planes above the IC are first scanned; then, the iterative transformation keeps running among the dipole moments and the EM fields on the two scanning planes while the measured field magnitudes are used as the restriction condition during the iteration. Finally, the magnitude error between the calculated and measured fields is reduced to the accepted value with a certain tolerance.
The procedure of the iteration algorithm is introduced in Section II, and the transformation steps among dipole moments and fields are described in detail in Section III. Section IV briefly discusses how to determine the initial values for the equivalent dipole moments. Two validation cases are used to validate the proposed methodology in Section V, followed by the conclusions in Section VI.
II. ITERATION ALGORITHM BASED ON MAGNITUDE OF NEAR-FIELD DATA
A set of uniformly spread dipole elements in an array are assigned at the location of an emitting IC as the equivalent sources. These equivalent dipoles will be calculated through the proposed algorithm to describe the real emission behavior of the IC. Considering the actual structure of the IC, the major physical radiation sources usually are the conductive current flowing along with the pins/bonding wires, and the vertical displacement current due to the time-varying voltage between frame-flag and return plane. Therefore, it is reasonable to use only three types of dipoles to represent the emission behavior of the whole IC: the vertically orientated electrical dipole moments and horizontally orientated magnetic dipole moments (along thex andŷ directions). The number and the positions of these equivalent dipoles are fixed, while the unknown parameters are the magnitudes and phase angles of these dipole elements.
The magnitudes of the electromagnetic fields on the two planes above the dipole-elements are scanned, recorded, and then utilized to complete the iteration procedure.
As shown in Fig. 1 , the iteration algorithm starts with a set of initial values for the dipole sources (the ways of determining initial values will be introduced later), and then follows several actions:
Step 1: calculate the fields on surface #1 based on the initial dipole elements. Here, the transformation function T_1 is used to describe the relationship between the dipole elements and the fields on the first scanning plane.
Step 2: replace the magnitudes of the calculated fields on surface #1 with the corresponding scanned ones (E m 1 ). By this way, a set of new artificial fields can be generated with the scanned magnitudes and the calculated phase angles.
Step 3: propagate the artificial fields on surface #1 to the second scanning plane (surface #2). In the flow chart, F is the transformation function between the fields on the two planes.
Step 4: similar to step 2, replace the magnitudes of the calculated fields on the second scanning plane with the corresponding scanned ones (E m 2 ) so that the new artificial fields on surface #2 are established.
Step 5: back transform the artificial fields on the second scanning plane to the equivalent dipoles. T 2 is the transformation function from dipoles to the fields on the second plane, while T 2 −1 is the inverse transformation function from the fields to the dipoles.
Step 6: repeat the procedure from Step 1, while using the back-transformed dipoles to replace the initial dipoles.
The iteration will continue by following the above-mentioned steps, until a convergence condition can be satisfied. Here, we define the convergence condition by a relative-error function considering the EM fields on both the lower and higher planes:
where RE 1st is the relative error of the field magnitudes on the lower plane, RE 2nd is the relative error of the field magnitudes on the higher plane, N1 is the number of the scanning points on surface #1, N2 is the number of the scanning points on surface #2; |E1 scan | and |H1 scan | are the magnitudes of the scanned E and H fields at each point on surface #1, |E2 scan | and |H2 scan | are the magnitudes of the scanned E or H fields at each point on surface #2; |E1 recover | and |H1 recover | are the magnitudes of the calculated fields at each point on surface #1, |E2 recover | and |H2 recover | are the magnitudes of the calculated fields at each point on surface #2. As long as the relative error defined by (1) is reduced below a certain level (e.g., 5%), the iteration stops and the reconstructed dipoles at that moment are the final results.
III. TRANSFORMATION FUNCTIONS DURING THE ITERATIONS
During the iteration, the transformation functions between dipoles and fields (or between fields and fields) are substantial for the whole source reconstruction procedure. As shown in Fig. 2 , there are three critical transformations: transformation #1 is from the equivalent dipoles to the fields on the first scanning plane, transformation #2 is the field propagation from the first scanning plane to the second scanning plane, and transformation #3 is from the fields on the second plane back to the equivalent dipoles.
A. Transformations Between Dipole-Elements and Fields
The relationship between the fields and the three types of dipole moments on an infinitely large perfect electrical conductor (PEC) plane is described in [7] , and [24] - [26] . The fields at any scanning points can then be expressed as the superposition of the fields from all the equivalent dipole moments as a set of linear equations as
where M is the number of the total scanning points, L is the number of the source-array grids, and the matrix T contains the transformation coefficients. Transformation #1 shown in Fig. 2 is directly implemented according to (2) . In the real application, the T matrix is easily generated as long as the scanning points as well as the locations and the number of the equivalent dipole sources are fixed.
Transformation #3 is the inverse problem of transform #1, usually implemented by using the linear optimization technique, such as the least square method, as
However, because of the unavoidable errors in measurements, the EM-fields are never perfectly accurate. Assuming there is an unknown error vector e mea associated with the measured fields, an error vector e dipole results in the solved dipole moments as
where T + is used to represent the matrix operation of
, is well known as the ratio of the largest and the smallest singular values of T 4M × 3L . It can be proven that the solution error e dipole is limited by this condition number:
From (5), it is obvious that an ill-conditioned transformation matrix T 4M × 3L , which has a large condition number k(T), can amplify the measurement errors in solving the inverse problem. On the other hand, a smaller condition number can lower the upper-bound of the solution error. Thus, ideally, a transformation matrix T 4M × 3L with a small condition number should be constructed for the inverse problem.
There are several factors that can impact the condition number of the transformation matrix:
1) the total numbers of the scanning points and the dipole moments; 2) the internal difference of the EM-field values among the different rows of the field vector; 3) the locations of the scanning points and the dipole moments. In order to represent all the radiating current elements along the pins and in the die of the IC, it is better to choose an equivalent dipole array with high grid density and large size. However, a large amount of the dipole moments certainly can result in a large condition number in the transformation matrix [i.e., T 4M × 3L in (2)], adversely affecting the accuracy of the least square solution of the inverse problem. So, the total number of the equivalent dipole sources should be neither too large nor too small. The value needs to be adjusted and optimized based on the condition number. Fig. 3 is an illustration case regarding the impact on condition number: two scanning planes are at 5 and 9 mm heights, with the size of 100 mm × 100 mm, and the grid-resolution of 1 mm; the equivalent dipole moments array is located at 0.38 mm above the return plane. As shown in Fig. 3 , with the increase of the dipole array size, the condition number rises quickly For usual cases in which the strength levels of the E and H fields are quite different, a normalization technique needs to be used to reduce the condition number of the transformation matrix. Each row of the matrix T 4M × 3L is divided by the maximum magnitude of the corresponding field component. The normalized expression of (2) is shown here: (eq.6) shown at the bottom of this page. In this way, the effect of the difference between the magnitude levels of the E and H fields on the condition of the transformation matrix is minimized.
B. Transformation Between Fields on Two Different Planes
Transformation #2 is to propagate the fields from the lower plane to the higher plane. In this work, it is based on the plane wave spectrum theory. From [27] to [29] , in a source-free region, the Helmholtz equations for the electrical and magnetic fields can be derived as
One of the general solutions for these wave equations can be expressed in a plane wave form as
where
Once the frequency is fixed, there are only two independent variables among the three wave coefficients, because the square sum of k x , k y , and γ is a constant value k 0 2 . Any fields in the 
Actually, the integral expressions in (11) and (12) are in exactly the same mathematical form as a two-dimensional (2-D) inverse Fourier transform, and it can be implemented by 2-D inverse FFT. So the fields on a plane are projected onto a wavecoefficient domain, which is also called the "spectral domain." In order to calculate each term in the spectral domain, the 2-D Fourier transform can be used as
Obviously, the relationship between the spectral-domain terms at the lower plane and the corresponding ones at the higher plane is just a simple factor of e −j γ h , where h is the z-directional distance between the two planes. Without loss of generality, let us assume the z-coordinate of the lower plane is zero, and the higher plane is h. Furthermore, T E and T H are used to represent the spectral-domain terms T E (k x , k y ) e −j γ z and T H (k x , k y ) e −j γ z . Then, we have
Now, the process of the field transformation from a lower plane to a higher plane becomes straightforward as shown in Fig. 4 as 1) obtain the tangential field components E x and E y (or H x and H y ) on the lower plane (z = h1); 2) follow (13) and (14) to obtain the spectral-domain terms of the E and H fields T E | z =h1 and T H | z =h1 ; 3) calculate the spectral-domain terms at the higher plane (z = h2)
4) follow (11) and (12) to convert the spectral-domain terms on the higher plane to the EM fields (E x , E y or H x , H y ) on the higher plane. Usually in the near-field region, the spectral-domain terms of electromagnetic fields consist of two different portions: the propagation wave and the evanescent wave. If k x 2 + k y 2 < k 0 2 , the wave number along theẑ direction (γ) is a real number; thus, the e −j γ z term indicates a propagation wave along theẑ direction. When k x 2 + k y 2 > k 0 2 , the wave number along theẑ direction (γ) becomes an imaginary number, and the e −j γ z term indicates a decaying wave. In the far-field region, most of the energy is concentrated within the circle of k x 2 + k y 2 = k 0 2 in the spectral domain, which means most of the wave components are propagating waves.
An example of the field transformation is given in Fig. 5 . Two observation planes above the dipole sources are selected as 3 and 6 mm height. The frequency is set to be 5 GHz. The sampling resolution at each scanning plane is 1 mm, while the scanning region is 80 mm × 80 mm.
The field transformation as described in Fig. 4 is performed to calculate the fields on the higher plane according to the information on the lower plane. According to the 2-D FFT, the spatial-domain resolution of the sampled fields (Δx, Δy) and the spectral-domain resolution (Δk x , Δk y ) have relationships given by (17) when assuming the scanning region is a square shape consisting of N × N sampling points. The spatial-domain resolution of the sampled fields (Δx, Δy) and the maximum available wavecoefficients (k x,max , k y ,max ) have the relationships given by
In this example, the 80 mm × 80 mm scanning plane results in a very coarse spectral-domain resolution of 78 m −1 , which is not fine enough compared with the value of k 0 (i.e., 104.8 m −1 ). Thus, 2-D zero-padding (which extends the scanning area to 300 mm × 300 mm) is applied to artificially improve the spectral-domain resolution. Taking one of the field components E x as an example, the spectral-domain terms of E x on the lower plane (after zero-padding) is shown in Fig. 6 . The transformation factor e −j γ (h2 − h1) is then multiplied on each spectral-domain term. Within the circle of k x 2 + k y 2 = k 0 2 , this transformation factor is just a phase shifting, as γ is a real number; outside the circle of k x 2 + k y 2 = k 0 2 , this transformation factor is an exponential attenuation on magnitude. Thus, the transformation of the spectral-domain terms from the lower plane to the higher plane works as a 2-D low-pass filter, whose flat-band is within the circle of k x 2 + k y 2 = k 0 2 . The low-pass effect can be clearly observed by comparing the spectral-domain terms on the lower plane (shown in Fig. 5 ) with those on the higher plane (shown in Fig. 7) .
The fields on the higher plane finally are calculated by performing the inverse 2-D FFT operation on the spectral-domain terms at the higher plane, following (11) and (12) .
By using this plane-wave expansion method, the field transformation from the lower plane to the higher plane is achieved, demonstrated by comparing the original emitting fields on the higher plane in Fig. 8 with the transformed fields on the higher plane in Fig. 9 .
IV. EFFECTIVENESS AND ACCURACY OF THE ALGORITHM

A. Initial Value
Initial value is always important for any kind of optimization technique, and this is especially true in this proposed iteration algorithm. A good initial value which is close to the global minimum points can significantly accelerate the convergence rate; on the other hand, some initial value could make the whole iteration algorithm trapped into a local minimum value. In this work, there are several options in determining the initial values for the equivalent dipole-sources.
The first method is to assign all of the dipole elements with the same magnitude and the same phase, and the rough magnitude level can be adjusted according to the measured radiation level.
In the second method, all the dipole elements can be assigned with the same magnitude but random phase distribution. The rough magnitude level can be adjusted according to the measured radiation level. The third method uses the known magnitude of the fields on the lower plane to reversely solve the initial dipoles based on the least square solution, by assuming that the field at every scanning point has the same phase. This could be a reasonable method for a relatively high scanning plane.
Finally, the fourth method is to use the known magnitudes of the fields on the higher plane to reversely solve the initial dipoles based on the least square solution, by assuming that the field at every scanning point has the same phase.
It is difficult to say which method is better, without looking at the real measured fields. Different ways of getting the initial values for the equivalent dipoles can be tried until a proper convergence of the iteration algorithm is observed.
B. Accuracy of Near-Field Measurements
The proposed reconstruction method is based on the magnitudes of the measured E and H fields on two surfaces; any measurement inaccuracy may result in reconstruction errors. We should reduce the near-field scanning error through several efforts. First of all, a careful calibration is needed in order to build a precise relationship between the E/H fields at the fieldprobe tip and the output voltage of the field probe. Second, since our work does not require phase-scanning, the magnitudes of the fields can be measured with a spectrum analyzer. The resolution bandwidth of the spectrum analyzer should be narrow enough to maintain a low noise floor. Third, the tip of the field probe shall be as small as possible, which brings at least two benefits: the space resolution of probing points is improved, and the disruption of the probe body to the local fields is minimized.
V. VALIDATIONS OF THE ITERATIVE SOURCE-RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM
As mentioned at the very beginning, the final purpose of this work is to construct a set of equivalent dipole sources which can generate the same EM fields as from the real emitting IC. To demonstrate the proposed algorithm, an 8-Bit microcontroller (that is mainly applied in washing machines) was selected as the verification example. The IC has a 64-pin quad flat package. There are two power pins and three return pins in total, with 54 general purpose input/output (I/O) pins. In this verification example, a full-wave EM solver [Ansys high frequency structural simulator (a tool from Ansys Inc.) (HFSS)] (HFSS)) [25] was used to simulate the behavior of the IC emissions due to its internal activity source (IA) within the power delivery network (PDN). Then the magnitude information of the simulated fields on two different planes was used to achieve phase retrieval and source-reconstruction using the proposed iteration algorithm. Finally, the recovered near-field results were compared with the direct simulation results from the full-wave EM solver (reference data) to validate this iteration algorithm. In a typical integrated circuit emission model (ICEM) modeling, the IA currents of the digital-core PDN are the major emitting sources, as shown in Fig. 10 . Thus, during the fullwave simulations, a current source of 500 MHz was placed between the solid power/ground planes within the silicon substrate model. The current source fed currents into the power/ground planes and drove two power pins (VDD, VDDAD) and three return pins (VSS1, VSS2, and VSSAD). In Fig. 11 , the three-dimensional HFSS model of the IC, including the lead-frame package and the on-die PDN, is with a total size of 14 × 14 mm 2 . Five PDN pins of the IC (two power pins and three return pins) are interconnected to the ondie PDN structure. Because there are usually large decoupling capacitors in the PDN of the circuit board, the power/return pins in our modeling were externally connected to one piece of PEC ground plane to represent the low power impedance of the board. All other IO pins besides the five PDN pins were also present in the model, but there were no IA sources stimulating them. The size of the on-die PDN is relatively small, and the edge length is no larger than 5 mm (see the zoomed-in plot at the lower-right corner of Fig. 11 ). In industrial design, the power and ground nets on silicon are often formed by metallic mesh-grid with high density or even solid planes. Here, two solid planes were used to represent the on-die power/ground nets; the thickness and the permittivity of the dielectric layer between the two planes were selected so that the power-ground capacitance was close to the actual on-chip power capacitance value (i.e., 1 nF). There was also a thin layer of SiO 2 beneath the silicon substrate to isolate the substrate from the metallic lead-frame-flag, with a capacitance of approximately 112 pF. In HFSS, the solution frequency was made the same as the frequency of the internal current source at 500 MHz. In order to ensure the computation accuracy, adaptively refined meshing was applied inside the computational domain. Furthermore, the mesh length on the two observation surfaces were manually enforced as 1 mm, which was significantly less than the wave length of 500 MHz in the free space. The size of the ground plane was 200 mm × 200 mm, which was large enough to be treated as an infinitely-large ground if compared with the dimensions of the IC.
The generated EM fields from this microcontroller were simulated and recorded on the two planes at 9 mm height and 12 mm height. The "scanning" plane size was 80 mm × 80 mm with a 1 mm spacing between neighboring "scanning" points. For the purpose of source reconstruction, the equivalent dipole sources were distributed in a uniformly spread array, with a size of 14 mm × 14 mm (which was the same as the IC package size) and a distance of 2 mm between neighboring dipole locations, as shown in Fig. 12 .
Following the iteration process (shown in Fig. 1 ), the fast convergence can be observed in Fig. 13 . After 30 steps, the iteration already approached to a steady and optimized result.
As the least square solution accuracy always plays an important role during the whole iteration algorithm, the least-squares (LSQ) errors, defined by root-mean-square deviation between the fields transformed during transformation #2 and the fields calculated with least-square solved dipoles by applying Eqs. (2) , were recorded in every step and then plotted in Fig. 14 . It can be seen that the LSQ error also keeps going down to a very small value, for both the E and H fields. The more intuitive comparisons between the original and recovered fields can be observed from the field patterns shown in Figs. 15 and 16 . The success of phase retrieval on the E and H fields at both planes can clearly be seen.
VI. CONCLUSION
In order to construct a set of equivalent sources that can represent the emission behavior of an emitting IC, the scanned near-fields above the IC are needed, usually requiring both magnitude and phase information. However, considering the difficulties of measuring phase, an iteration algorithm that is capable of achieving source reconstruction and phase retrieval from magnitude-only information of the near-fields is proposed in this paper. The magnitudes of the fields on two planes at different heights are recorded, and then used to constrain the amplitudes of the calculated fields during iterations. Three transformations (from equivalent dipoles to fields on the lower plane, from fields on the lower plane to the fields on the higher plane, and from fields on the higher plane back to the equivalent dipoles) are continued at each iteration step, until the convergence condition is achieved. This algorithm has been verified by using a set of dipole arrays to simulate the emission behavior of a commercial microcontroller.
